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This sheet includes part of Kodiak Island and the extreme southeastern end of Uganik Island. Compared to other sections in this vicinity, this part of Uganik Island is relatively low; but the Kodiak shore is high and rugged nearly everywhere.

The region is wild and the passages shown are narrow fiords with generally bold shores, though navigation is somewhat dangerous on account of sunken pinnacle rocks. Several such rocks were seen and located at low tide but it seems improbable that all that may exist were discovered. At the head of Terror Bay is an extensive flat with many boulders upon it.

The mountains are grassy and bushy in some places, cottonwoods of fair size are found in rather large clumps.

The country is undeveloped and is uninhabited except by the noted Kodiak Bears, so many of which were seen during the survey of Terror Bay that the mental attitude of the topographer as described by himself, possibly with some little exaggeration, was thought the most appropriate designation for this little known inlet.
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